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Beneath the Tree

I remember you beneath the tree
With petals blowing in the breeze
Your hair a red I'd never seen
Eyes that showed me where I'd been

It was destiny for us to meet
Our paths to cross upon life's street
To look ahead and to reflect
And make new moments to collect

To carry each other as well as hold
From brightest days to when we're old
Free as birds, pure as blue
You and me, me and you
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The Train in the Distance

The smell of cut grass in the air
A studious bird which makes no sound
Stands out of reach of the feline brood
That horn I often hear echoes afar
A train just passing through
Carrying workers and day trippers alike
Two metres apart of course
Rules must be followed
Even by the trolley man
Offering butties and teas
Pulling the cart down the aisle
Careful not to bump into feet and dint shoes
I can hear it screech upon the hot metal tracks
Sweating faces peering through glass
Whizzing past the endless fields
And a weird shack in the overgrowth
As I sit beside the expanding tree
Miles away, unseen by them
And neighbours around me speak but say nothing
Wasted words instantly forgotten
Like a thought I might have myself
Vital now, but worthless within the hour
Up by the expanding tree
With the train in the distance
Which is merely passing through
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We're Going Out Today

"We're Going Out Today"
Words uttered so often before
But which have now taken on a new meaning
Getting all essentials done in one go
Filling up the car
Getting the food in
For ourselves and parents alike
Who wait in doorways for carrier bags
Which I place at their feet then back away
Retreating to the car
Seeing their faces, shrouded in net curtains
A final wave then out of sight
Then back to the road
Peering across at other masked drivers
Meeting fearful eyes for a second or less
Suspicious of motives
Later I queue with packages
Under arm like weapons concealed
Crows in the branches, black against the sky
Then we're off, hands scrubbed clean
Heading for home, the retreat
6 o'clock news and a filling tea
Home for a while
Until we say once again
Though I resist from doing so
"We're Going Out Today"
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That Knock Upon My Door

I miss that knock upon my door
Sounds strangely like no other
His face against the glass
And another playful tap upon the window
His hands, bags in one
His stick in the other
Feigning illness in the doorway
"How can you look like this?
Stopping to add, "and still be alive?"
Unloading gifts he's brought along
Sweets and bread and coffee and tea
Waiting for her to finish school
Meeting again as if never parted
Playing for hours upon the carpet
Tea is made, a feast for four
A film tonight, then a taxi home
When I think about all this
I realise how much I truly miss
That knock upon my door
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Round and Round the Town

We'd meet in the cafe, 11 a.m. every time
A face I've known for as long as I recall the world
The grass, the trees, the sky, the sun
Laugh till it hurts, and drink too much coffee
An all day breakfast, free if we're lucky
Later we walk, slowly and calm
Predetermined route from which we never stray
To know someone so well that silences are welcome
Yet when words are spoken they're full of meaning
More than mere sounds to fill in gaps
But the mapped out path must be followed
Up winding stairs and down long white corridors
The usual shops we roam around
Pondering on purchases we know we'll never make
Another round of coffee
Down to the bunker and the other record shop too
Across to the market
Past the meat and world food stalls
Mixed scents and flavours left and right
Then at the station, your bus arrives first
Then I'm off too, to wait amongst the louts
And that's it for now
Until we meet again old friend
Up and down the streets
Round and round the town
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Early Winter Day

Today's an early winter day
Feels so close to yesterday
My breath is clear now in the air
I watch it float and linger there

As I walk towards the big school gate
I realise we are almost late
The front door swings and opens wide
She stops to wave then goes inside

Parents darting down the path
Kids in jackets, scarves and hats
Kissing cheeks and scurrying feet
Voices rise in the busy street

I take a slow walk through the yard
Hands in pockets, cold fingers hard
I see the church's old cold stone
The graves the departed now call home

The park is empty save a man
Who walks like only an old man can
He nods his head when I go by
And when I pass I hear him sigh

Across the grass as the sun appears
The sight of home becomes clear
My shoes get stuck amidst the mud
Wish I could run just like a child would
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Forbidden

Forbidden
Like hands removed
But gloves remaining
Fingers still moving

Forbidden
Standing in the ocean
While she is on the shore
Clad in thick clothing

Forbidden
Standing before the door
It closes in my face
Though it was never even there

Forbidden
Look but don't touch
Avert ones' eyes too
Look to the sky, eternally blue

Forbidden
Taking scents for kicks
Roaming through the vestibules
Straightening wonky picture frames

Forbidden
Writing on the wall
Says nothing at all
A pencil without led
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In A World Self-Made

One cannot help but feel
In empty times like these
Slightly misplaced at best
Totally unusable at worst
Like a defibrillator in a graveyard
A joke at a funeral
A tie at a decadent orgy
On the outside looking in
But averting your eyes instead
Not wishing to see the world outside
And what it claims to offer
Yet as the sun shines here
Down on the green ahead
And one blocks out the noise
The yapping TVs and radios
The playlists, selfies and tweets
A certain peace is achieved
In a world self-made
Self-cut-out and moulded by hand
Objects placed at their finest angles
Words said when necessary
Hats worn in the rain
Socks hung out to dry, though uneven
Like a paradise here
Though some might sniff at the idea
For fitting in is hard
But escaping seems inevitable
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When We Meet

There are thousands of hours in a year
And yet I see you for three of them
Well, to be fair, maybe four
But rarely more
One might wish it were different
That you were closer by
But that cannot be and will not be
Because the miles could be feet
Then the feet could be miles
For when we meet
We are like two friends
Who have nothing but ancient memories to recall
Mythologies, even fictional moments
Struggling for things to say
It jars without ease
But it's only for the time being
When you sit across the room from me
Before heading off again
A dash across the map
That looks so close on paper
But is in fact many miles away
And might as well be a million more
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Moths

Moths, moths
Please God no
Anything but moths
They're revolting, they're vile
They stay all night, while
One is unaware
Slumbering as they flap by the lamp
But they are there
Fluttering brownly
Threatening to enter
Holes in bodies
Mouths and nostrils
Fur like seventies wall paper
How I hate moths
And I try to avoid
Any contact at all
With these nocturnal, winged phantoms of filth
But one chances every now and then
Upon a moth or two
Like when I took out the parasol
One fine and sunny day
I unfolded it slowly
And held it towards the sun
And as I did so I saw
Two black silhouettes
Shadowy wings and familiar shapes
Unmistakably moth like
Sat together, silent, still
But I panicked and screamed, fidgeted and squirmed
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And threw the parasol into the air
And the two moths, brothers perhaps
In their pitiful state together
Clinging on to the bamboo fence
While I fetched a broom
The cats were in a frenzy
Worried and scurrying at my feet
As I waved the broom in the air before me
Cringing, shivering, itching
The two creatures were terrified
And they quickly flew away
One through a crack in the wooden decking
The other into the sky above
Aimless
Lost
Helpless
Hopeless in the harsh light of the day
For a second, but only a second
I pitied the moths
But then again was reminded
Of my intense dislike for them
Moths, moths
Please God no
Anything but moths
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The Frog in Heels

The frog in heels may contain
A shred of appeal
To at least one
A lonely, needy toad

A pig in a dress
May also impress
That kind of fiend
Who loves a good meal with dressing

Like the man in love
With a woman full of air
It's all down to taste
In that fellow's defence
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The Echo

Inside the cave, I found
My echo is not the only echo
Nor the one sole voice
That's been heard there
Bouncing off the stone
Other faces, other sounds
Those distant echoes, unfamiliar
And no longer there
They're probably yelling elsewhere
Down some other cave
Where we'll never hear
Their echoes again
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Hero

Hero is an overused term
Spread around like careless sperm
In this modern day vacuum
Of no thought or reason

The real hero is always there
Sure to inspire if not lead
To help when they can
In the most natural of ways

Not a man on the TV suited
Or some sculpted non entity
Not a voice on a glistening sound machine
Or some photo shopped face in a magazine

They're in your home
On your turf
Void of praise yet thankful
Undervalued yet accepted

The hero's asleep on the couch
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Living by the Water

When you're living by the water
Life can flow smoothly
Like the river itself
As calm as it comes

The barges sail by
Slower, but as often as a car
Quiet as a mouse
Like the creaks in the walls of the house

I saw the old actor
Shirtless at his wheel
By the place where his friend lives alone
Her hair so long and flowing

The men as hairy as their dogs
The bridge tired and rusty
The runners run but rarely break a sweat
And me I drink and gaze across

I left the water some time ago
The basement with the foisty odour
And a window just for views of shoes
Where wriggling life forms were my only company
In the darkness unseen

That's how life once was
Living by the water
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When A Smell Leaves

Nothing up the nose
When a smell leaves
Plenty in the eyes
When your enemy stands before you

Vacant is the air
When an odour's gone
Everything so sour
When that smell becomes the stench

There's discomfort in those movements
When a woman leaves the scene
She'll flee as she arrived there
As natural as the breeze

Nothing behind my eyes
Caring not for tears
She cannot affect my pleasures
Nor influence my fears

Nothing up your nose
Something in disguise
Nothing to believe
When a smell leaves
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Mirrors

That hair touched a surface
Peach, smooth, familiar
As familiar as self in fact
Friendlier than the sister could be
Soft textures compressing
Two wings of a butterfly
The desired one precisely
Novelty value or powerful lust
Oh to stand
To witness the merging of their brand
While not being left out
Foolish on the shore
Not in their reserved seas
Members only
Me bone dry, them doused in waters
An image so vividly imagined
Yet thankfully so hard to realise
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The Hotel of Thought

I should wrestle with those thoughts
And perhaps I do
But maybe I don't
Perhaps just flirt with inadequacy
They might just brush by me
Those fears and worries
Visit for one night only
Before taking off in the morning
Maybe passing through the wall
To next door or the next but one
To a new confusing room
Or the next cautious, neurotic hotel
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Not Together

That special gaze so puzzling
Yet also appealing too
Darker than the blackest
Yet more blinding than life itself
Not easy to decipher
Define, deny or dislike
Possible to love yet certain to hate
Impossible to forget
Too far gone to remember
Yet enough space to be invited in
Open to the fact
One reason at least
To ponder perhaps upon why
That it could and should never be
I am glad yet sad
Proud yet utterly ashamed
Baffled yet perfectly clear
On the various mysteries and ways
That two paths can almost cross
But in the end remain
Not Together
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You Are Never There

If actions do speak
Then you are a mute
Paralyzed to me
Too far for me to even see

You are never there
You were never fair
And you still preach to that God
The one only you could love
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That Silhouetted Diner

After running in the rubble

A visit to Boots, fish and chips for Lil

Drove down to the farm

Thought I saw two men buff shining a yellow digger

It was bunting blowing in the wind

Saw the horse

Sheridan not Helen

The farmer, torn coated

Told us to watch out for the footballers

Driving back through the gravel

Saw a man by a bush with a hawk on his arm

Carried on driving

A sullen faced man watching TV in an office

Surrounded by hundreds of dog leads on racks

Tethers in every direction

Then we passed a house with a huge TV

On which someone was making pasta

Later on, once home, I observed the neighbours out back

A family barbeque in the darkness

One shadow was cast of a party guest

30 feet on the wall behind him

A giant devouring a chicken wing

I closed the curtains but could not stop

Peering at that silhouetted diner
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Bonfire Night

Bonfire night, bonfire night

We all had a fire in the garden on bonfire night

It was a big fire

We were burning old wicker magazine racks and crap sofas

Then we had the fireworks

They were big fireworks

Massive box for a tenner

Knocked off

Uncle Dusty got ‘em

God knows where from

The family next door, 4 generations

They couldn’t afford their own fireworks

I looked across and saw them at their living room window

All 15 of them, scrunched up with their faces pressed against the

glass

Like trapped animals

Gazing longingly at our Catherine wheel

The mother held a tea cake, half eaten

Mouth open in wonderment at the colours in the night sky

The youngest boy, aged 9, became more distorted and all smudged

Up against the window as he became titillated by the bottle rocket

The toothless gramps was holding the family hog in his arms

Every pore filled with pig shit

A tear ran down my cheek for them

As they gasped at the third and final Roman candle
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You May Never

If you can still surprise yourself
You may never get bored again
If you can still amuse yourself
You'll never need a clown
If you can still please yourself
You'll never need a lover
And if you can still admire
The man in the mirror
And accept his flaws
You may never need a plastic surgeon
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